The parallel occurrence of replicated species-pairs in similar environmental contrasts may arise through a variety of evolutionary mechanisms. In particular, whether parallelism reflects a common history of divergence or repeated parallel divergence driven by divergent selection needs to be ascertained. Reconstructing historical gene flow is therefore of fundamental interest to understand how demography and selection jointly shape the genomic landscape of species divergence. Here, we extend the current modeling framework to explore the multiple facets of speciation-with-gene-flow using demo-genetic divergence models that capture both temporal and chromosomal variation in migration rate and effective population size. We implement this approach to investigate the divergence history of a young adaptive radiation involving five sympatric Lake Whitefish limnetic (dwarf) and benthic (normal) species pairs (Coregonus clupeaformis) characterized by variable degrees of ecological divergence and reproductive isolation. Genome-wide SNPs obtained by RADsequencing were used to document the extent of genetic differentiation and of allele sharing among species pairs. Using a composite likelihood approach, we then compared the predictions of 26 divergence models to the unfolded joint allele frequency spectrum of each species-pair. We found strong evidence indicating that a recent (circa 3000-4000 generations) asymmetrical secondary contact between expanding post-glacial populations has accompanied independent Whitefish diversification. Our results suggest that heterogeneous genomic differentiation patterns have emerged through the combined effects of linked selection generating variable rates of lineage sorting across the genome during the allopatric phase, and heterogeneous introgression eroding divergence at different rates across the genome upon secondary contact. This study provides a new retrospective insight into the historical demographic and selective processes that shaped a continuum of divergence associated with ecological speciation. This study also illustrates the efficiency of the newly developed models towards improving the understanding of historical events in the process of adaptive evolution and speciation in any other species complex.
Introduction
Historical changes in the geographical distribution of species have been an important driver of diversification in many taxa [1] . In particular, the pronounced climatic variations that occurred during the late Pleistocene caused major shifts in the distribution ranges of many species. These shifts are responsible for the divergence of ancestral lineages that survived in different glacial refugia, and then possibly came into secondary contact during interglacial periods [2] [3] [4] . The signature of post-glacial recolonization is still apparent in well-known terrestrial and aquatic suture zones, where multiple contacts between expanding post-glacial lineages tend to overlap and form hybrid zones hotspots for many species [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] .
In some cases, secondary contacts have resulted in the sympatric enclosure of previously allopatric, partially reproductively isolated lineages, for instance within postglacial lakes. This sympatric coexistence should have facilitated gene flow compared to parapatric populations, eventually leading to complete genetic homogenization of the original glacial lineages. This is not the case, however, for several north temperate freshwater fishes in which sympatric glacial lineages have phenotypically further diverged in the form of reproductively isolated species pairs [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] . These cases of ecological speciation have been hypothesized to reflect adaptive responses to minimize competitive interactions and outbreeding depression through ecological niche segregation and hybridization avoidance among previously allopatric lineages [17] .
The evolutionary processes responsible for the phenotypic diversification of these incipient sympatric species remains contentious, especially with regards to the relative contributions of genetic differences that evolved in allopatry compared to more recent genetic changes occurring in sympatry [18] . To gain a more thorough understanding of the evolutionary processes leading to divergence, it is crucial to simultaneously take into account the historical demographic events that accompanied divergence and the subsequent genetic exchanges that occurred in sympatry. Genome-wide polymorphism data now provide the opportunity to infer complex demographic histories [19] [20] [21] and investigate the evolutionary processes leading to the formation of nascent sympatric species.
Many aspects of a populations' evolutionary history are influenced by demography [22] , such as the rate of lineage sorting and gene exchange [23] . Several approaches have been developed to infer the history of population divergence from genetic data obtained from contemporary populations. These approaches usually rely on demographic models capturing the effects of population size, splitting time and migration between two populations exchanging genes [24] [25] [26] , and may include more complex histories such as divergence and admixture among multiple populations [27, 28] . These methods have been mainly used to infer the demographic history of speciation in the presence of gene flow [27] , with several studies including further refinements to account for temporal variation in the intensity of gene flow during divergence (e.g., [29] ).
An important facet of the speciation process is that a non-negligible proportion of the genome may be affected by selection [30] . Studies investigating the genomic landscape of species divergence revealed that genome-wide differentiation patterns are shaped by multiple factors leaving heterogeneous footprints across the genome [31, 32] . Localized selective effects may generate chromosomal variation in the rate of lineage sorting [33] and 3 effective migration [34, 35] , which are usually not taken into account by inference methods assuming homogeneous demographic parameters among loci. Approaches allowing for variation in effective migration rate (m e ) have been developed to capture the barrier effect of speciation genes [23, 36, 37] . Less effort has been devoted, however, towards accounting for the effects of background selection and selective sweeps [38] [39] [40] on linked neutral diversity, despite their influence on patterns of genome-wide diversity in relation to local recombination rate [41] . To our knowledge, only one study has explicitly addressed these effects by allowing for local reductions in effective population size [23] . Therefore, the consequences of not accounting for linked selection when making inferences about demographic divergence remain unclear [42] .
North American Lake Whitefish (Coregonus clupeaformis) represents a valuable model to study the role of past allopatric isolation on recent, sympatric ecological divergence. The St. John River drainage (southeastern Québec, northeastern Maine), where benthic (normal) and limnetic (dwarf) Whitefish sympatric species pairs occur, corresponds to a suture zone where two glacial lineages (Atlantic/Mississippian and Acadian) have been hypothesized on the basis of mitochondrial DNA phylogeography to have come into secondary contact during the last glacial retreat [11] . Thus, in some lakes, phenotypic divergence between sympatric dwarf (limnetic) and normal (benthic) populations is still partly associated with the mitochondrial DNA lineages characterizing the different glacial origins of the sympatric populations [43] . Dwarf whitefish are most often associated with the Acadian mitochondrial lineage and are only found in sympatry with the normal species. Moreover, fish from the Acadian lineage have a normal phenotype outside the contact zone, which supports the hypothesis that the dwarf species has been derived postglacially from an Acadian genetic background within the contact zone and always in sympatry with normal Whitefish [11, 17, 44] . The evolution of further divergence in sympatry suggests that character displacement [45] may have been facilitated by the contact between genetically differentiated lineages. However, since a single mtDNA lineage was observed in two of the lakes harboring sympatric dwarf and normal whitefish, the alternative scenario of single colonization and sympatric speciation could not be ruled out in these cases. Moreover, the different dwarf-normal species pairs found in the contact zone are arrayed along a continuum of phenotypic differentiation, which closely mirrors the potential for niche segregation and exclusive interactions within lakes [46] [47] [48] [49] [50] . This continuum is also evident at the genomic level, with increased baseline genetic differentiation and larger genomic islands of differentiation being found from the least to the most phenotypically and ecologically differentiated species pair [51, 52] . Finally, quantitative trait loci (QTL) underlying adaptive phenotypic divergence map preferentially to genomic islands of differentiation [51] [52] [53] , suggesting that selection acting on these traits contribute to the barrier to gene flow. Despite such detailed knowledge on this system, previous studies did not allow clarifying how the genomic landscape of dwarf-normal divergence has been influenced by the relative effects of directional selection on these QTLs and post-glacial differential introgression. Consequently, it is fundamental to elucidate the demographic history of Whitefish populations to disentangle the evolutionary mechanisms involved in their diversification.
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The main goal of this study was to use a genome-wide single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) dataset to infer the demographic history associated with the origin of five independently evolved sympatric dwarf and normal lake whitefish species pairs. Using RAD-seq SNP data to document the Joint Allele Frequency Spectrum (JAFS) in each species pair, we specifically test for the role of temporal and chromosomal variations in the rate of gene flow for each species pair separately, controlling for both effective population size and migration. The history of gene flow was then investigated among lakes to decipher the origin of divergence parallelism at the genome level.
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Results
Comparisons among divergence models
For each of the five sympatric whitefish species pairs (Fig 1) , 26 alternative divergence models (Fig 2) were fitted to polymorphism data and compared to each other. The unfolded joint allele frequency spectrum (JAFS) of each species pair was constructed using orientated SNPs for which we could distinguish the ancestral and the derived variant. The five JAFS obtained highlighted the continuum of divergence existing among lakes ( Fig  3A) . Namely, the density of shared polymorphisms located along the diagonal decreased from the least divergent (Témiscouata, East and Webster) to the most divergent (Indian and Cliff) species pairs, while the variance of SNP density around the diagonal increased accordingly. In addition, non-shared polymorphisms (i.e., private SNPs) located on the outer frame of the spectrum were mostly found in Indian and Cliff lakes, which were also the only lakes to display differentially fixed SNPs between dwarf and normal whitefish (i.e., F st =1).
Comparisons among demographic divergence models accounting for temporal and chromosomal variation in gene flow (separating N and m e effects) depicted informative trends. First, the comparison of model scores among lakes showed the importance of considering temporal changes in effective population size, since the models including population growth (-G) generally provided better fits to the data (ANOVA, F GT = 6.557, p = 0.015*; F GI = 7.018, p = 0.012* and F GC = 11.31, p = 0.002** for Témiscouata, Indian and Cliff, respectively but not significantly for East Lake; F GE = 0.931, p = 0.342), except for Webster Lake (Fig 4A) . Similarly, accounting for heterogeneous migration rates across the genome (-2m models) improved the average model scores for each lake (ANOVA, F mT = 3.525, p = 0.07., marginally significant (p<0.1); F mE = 0.021, p = 0.885; F mW = 0,017, p = 0.897; F mI = 4.466, p = 0.043* and F mC = 6.245, p = 0.018*), although not significantly so in East and Webster lakes (Fig 4B) . Moreover, models integrating heterogeneous effective population size at the genomic level (-2N models) provided significant improvements for the three most divergent species pairs (ANOVA, F NW = 4.737, p = 0.037*; F NI = 8.937, p = 0.005** and F NC = 8.008, p = 0.008**) (Fig. 4C) .
Using a criterion of Δ ! ≤ 10 for model selection, we retained two best models for Témiscouata (SC2mG and SIG), Indian (SC2N2mG and SC2NG) and Cliff (SC2N2mG and SC2mG) lakes, with the second fittest model in each lake showing a Δ value of 1.54 (SIG), 5.78 (SC2NG) and 1.77 (SC2mG), respectively. Four best models were retained for East Lake SC2N2mG, IM2mG (Δ =2.77), AM2N2m (Δ =7.71), AMG (Δ =8.86). Finally, eight models were retained for Webster Lake (AM2m, IMG, IM, IM2NG, SIG, SI2NG, IM2mG and SC2NG) ( Table 1, Table S1 ). This number of retained models illustrates the difficulty to reliably identify a probable scenario for Webster Lake, which displayed a particularly reduced level of polymorphism compared to the four other lakes. The analysis of Akaike weights ( !"# ) provided a more precise picture of the relative support for the different models in each lake (Fig 4D, Table 1, Table S1 ). For Témiscouata, the best model was a secondary contact with heterogeneous migration contemporary to population size change (SC2mG), which had a probability of 0.68, while the second retained model (SIG) received a probability of 0.32. The best model for Webster Lake was a scenario of ancient migration with heterogeneous migration (AM2m), 6 which showed a much higher probability (0.74) compared to the second best model (0.13 for IMG). Finally, East Lake and the two most differentiated species pairs (Indian and Cliff) received the highest support for the same best model, which was a secondary contact with heterogeneous migration and effective population size contemporary to population size change (SC2N2mG; !"# = 0.77 in East, !"# = 0.94 in Indian and !"# = 0.53 in Cliff).
Inferences of model parameters
The inferred proportion of correctly orientated markers in the unfolded JAFS (parameter O) ranged from 95.4% to 99%, suggesting that the vast majority of ancestral allelic states were correctly inferred using the European whitefish as an outgroup, and thus supporting the validity of our marker datasets for making inferences ( Table 1, Table S1 ).
Considering only the best fit model for each lake, some general patterns emerged from the comparisons of inferred model parameters among lakes. First, asymmetric effective population sizes between dwarf and normal populations after splitting from the ancestral population was inferred in all lakes except East Lake (ANOVA, F NeT = 6.33, p = 0.016*; F NeE = 0.186, p = 0.67; F NeW = 297.7, p = 2.10 -12 ***; F NeI = 16.55, p = 1.13x10 -4 *** and F NeC = 32.28, p = 1.78x10 -7 ***, Table 1, Table S1 ). In all lakes except Webster, N e was larger for dwarf compared to normal whitefish. Taking into account population growth in the four lakes for which this varied (N e was constant in Webster) revealed variable patterns of population size changes. A recent demographic expansion was found in all populations except for the normal whitefish of Témiscouata. A more pronounced demographic expansion was inferred for dwarf compared to normal whitefish in Témiscouata, East and Indian lakes, while the opposite was found for Cliff Lake. Contemporary effective population size, given by the product of theta*N i *b i , was larger in dwarf than in normal populations in the four lakes where a secondary contact was inferred (i.e., Témiscouata, East, Indian and Cliff; ANOVA, F NebT = 2.95, p = 0.095., marginally significant p<0.1; F NebE = 4.4, p = 0.047*; F NebI = 4.38, p = 0.04* and F NebC = 5.42, p = 0.02*).
Asymmetric migration rates were also found in all five lakes for the two categories of loci assumed in heterogeneous migration models (-2m) ( Table 1) . The best models for the three most divergent species pairs (Webster, Indian and Cliff lakes) involved similar asymmetric migration directions for both categories of loci, with higher rates from dwarf to normal whitefish (m e21 > m e12 and m e'21 > m e'12 ) in Webster and Indian lakes and the opposite in Cliff Lake. In these three lakes, the proportion of loci exhibiting reduced effective migration rates generally followed the divergence continuum (Webster: 0.05; Indian: 0.41; Cliff: 0.52). In contrast, we found that in Témiscouata and East lakes, the best models revealed opposite migration rates between the two categories of loci considered.
We then obtained a measure of gene flow estimate by calculating the product of the contemporary effective population size and effective migration rate weighted by the relative fraction of the genome falling in each category (i.e., average-gene flow = N*b*(P*m e +(1-P)* m e' ) in each direction). This provides an estimation of the contemporary number of migrants exchanged per generation from one population to the other. We found more pronounced gene flow from dwarf to normal populations in all lakes. Also, differences in gene flow intensities were significant in all lakes but not in Cliff Lake where gene flow was most restricted overall (ANOVA, F NmT = 13.75, p = 9x10 -4 *** ; (Fig 5) .
The best models for East Lake and the two most divergent pairs (i.e., Indian and Cliff) included heterogeneous effective population size at the genomic level ( Fig 1C, Table 1 ). The fraction of the genome with a reduced N e (i.e., Q) was estimated to about 16% in East, and 40% in Indian and Cliff, and the degree of reduction in N e (i.e., the Hill-Robertson factor, hrf) was about 11%, 20% and 6% for East, Indian and Cliff lakes, respectively.
Time parameters, namely the duration of allopatric isolation (T S ) and gene flow (T SC and T AM ), were converted into absolute time estimates (years). Summing over periods of strict isolation and gene flow (summing the higher parameter values of T S and T SC /T AM , from East Lake) revealed a recent divergence history, which was younger than 55,000 yrs in all five lakes (e.g., Ts was approximatively 30,000; 36,000; 36,000; 29,000; 32,000 yrs for Témiscouata, East, Webster, Indian and Cliff lakes respectively) ( Table 1 ). The inferred time of secondary contact in Témiscouata, East, Indian and Cliff lakes coincided roughly with the last glacier retreat following the Wisconsinian glaciation (7,200; 19 ,600; 8,500 and 9,200 ybp, respectively, Table S1) [54] .
Comparisons of genetic variation among lakes
Of the 42,582 SNPs that were genotyped in total (all lakes combined), only 2.5% corresponded to shared polymorphic loci across all lakes (i.e., 'shared across lakes' category; Fig 2) . Reciprocally, about 25% of the SNPs were private to Témiscouata or East lakes, whereas Webster, Indian and Cliff lakes each contained ~10% of private SNPs. Consequently, loci segregating in at least two lakes represented 73-88% of the dataset. Over the five lakes, 34% and 38% of all the loci were private to dwarf and normal populations, respectively, while the remaining 28% SNPs were shared between species. Within lakes, the highest proportions of SNPs private to normal whitefish were found in Témiscouata (51%) and Webster (69%), where ~37% and 26% of SNPs were private to the dwarf whitefish. The three other lakes displayed the opposite pattern with smaller proportions of SNPs that were private to normal (East ~31%, Indian ~33%, Cliff ~32%) and larger proportions of SNPs private to dwarf (~52%, ~50% and ~61%, respectively). Shared variation within lakes represented only 6% to 16% of the SNPs.
Partitioning genetic variation within and among lakes using a dAPC revealed distinct signals on the first four axes (Fig 6A) . On the first axis (LD1, explaining 39.5% of the variance), populations clustered by lakes according to their geographical distribution, roughly separating the three most southern lakes (Webster, Indian and Cliff, negative coordinates) from the other two lakes (Témiscouata and East, positive coordinates). The second axis (LD2, explaining 22.5% of the variance) mostly separated dwarf and normal species from Cliff. The third axis (LD3, explaining 16% of the variance) separated speciespairs and clustered dwarf and normal whitefish in two distinct groups. Positive coordinates were occupied by normal whitefish of Mississippian/Atlantic origin, except for East Lake where normal whitefish is fixed for the Acadian mitochondrial haplotype [43] . The two most extremes populations values on that axis corresponded to normal species, the least introgressed relict of the Mississippian/Atlantic lineage [53] , and to dwarf species associated with the Acadian lineage. Finally, the fourth axis (LD4, explaining 11% of the 8 variance) separated the dwarf and normal species from each lake, underlying some level of parallelism in the divergence between species among lakes ( Fig 6B) .
The genetic relationships among populations analyzed with TreeMix revealed two levels of signal (Fig 7) . The first level was directly linked with genetic distance between species, since the population tree rooted with the normal population from Cliff, the most divergent population that best reflects the ancestral state of the Mississippian/Atlantic lineage [55] , separated normal populations from Cliff (CN) and Indian (IN) and the dwarf populations from Cliff (CD) and Indian (ID), which clustered together and separately from all other populations. The second level of signal (geographic signal) grouped population pairs by lake in the remaining part of the tree, most likely reflecting the effect of gene flow and admixture following secondary contact.
Inferred migration links were represented by arrows, the color of which indicates their relative weights (Fig 7) . Migrations links between sympatric species-pairs from Cliff and Indian lakes suggested contemporary gene flow between dwarf and normal populations within each of these two lakes. Other migration links between allopatric populations of the same species illustrated the genetic proximities of species from distinct lakes. For instance, the dwarf population from Webster (WD) was related to the dwarf population from Indian lake (ID), and the same link was found between the normal populations of these same lakes (WN and IN). Finally, the ancestral population of East Lake was related with the dwarf population from Indian, whereas the normal population from East Lake (EN) was linked with the normal population from Indian Lake, thus supporting a common genetic background between the normal populations of East and Indian lakes.
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Discussion
Revisiting the dynamics of secondary contact in whitefish species pairs
The resolved patterns of genomic differentiation in the five normal and dwarf lake whitefish species pairs provide new insights into the demographic history of a well-studied model of ecological speciation [17] . The approach implemented here relied on inferring the divergence history of each species pair separately, using the JAFS as a summary statistics of genome-wide differentiation patterns. In order to maximize the amount of available information, each JAFS was oriented using the closely related European whitefish as an outgroup species, thus providing increased power to detect demographic processes that generate asymmetric distributions of derived variants about the diagonal of the JAFS. The secondary contact scenario was the most likely divergence history inferred for four of the five species pairs. Moreover, this scenario was detected both in the least divergent pairs (Témiscouata and East) and the most divergent ones (Indian and Cliff lakes). Therefore, our ability to detect the secondary contact was not entailed by the small degree of genetic divergence between the least differentiated species pairs. This indicates that the erosion of past allopatric isolation by gene flow, which typically generates an excess of shared intermediate frequency alleles, can be retrieved from the JAFS.
The secondary contact scenario is concordant with previous phylogeograhic studies in North-East America, inferred by classical mtDNA, but also clarified several uncertainties about the evolutionary history of the whitefish adaptive radiation. The geographic area where sympatric whitefish species pairs corresponds to a well-known suture zone where glacial lineages came into contact in several freshwater species as they were recolonizing from different refugia after the Laurentide ice sheet retreat [10, 54] . In whitefish, this zone corresponds to a phylogeograhic transition between Acadian and Atlantic/Mississippian mitochondrial lineages [11, 43] . Interestingly, the Allegash River basin (including the studied lakes), which represents the core of this contact zone, is the only area where sympatric populations of lake whitefish are observed, since no dwarf population, either in allopatry or sympatry, has been reported outside this region [11] . Therefore, phenotypic and ecological divergence, and in particular the occurrence of the dwarf species, is tightly linked with the secondary contact zone.
The frequency of Acadian and Atlantic/Mississippian mitochondrial lineages within lakes was shown to be partly associated with dwarf and normal whitefish level of phenotypic divergence, with variable amounts of mitochondrial admixture being found among lakes [11, 43] . At one extreme, the least phenotypically divergent pair from East Lake is characterized by the fixation of the Acadian mitochondrial haplogroup in both dwarf and normal whitefish, which has previously been taken as a support for sympatric divergence in this particular lake [43] . Although our inferences based on the JAFS could not definitely rule out the IM model (IM2mG, !"# = 0.19), we obtained a much stronger evidence in favor of the secondary-contact scenario (SC2N2mG, !"# = 0.77). A possible explanation for the loss of the Atlantic/Mississippian haplogroup in East Lake involves the higher contemporary demographic expansion inducing an asymmetrical N e that was detected for the dwarf population, which likely contributed to the fixation of the Acadian lineage. Indeed, the preferential gene introgression between sympatric populations with 10 asymmetrical N e experiencing gene flow occurs from the larger to the smaller population [56] . Added to the observed direction of the effective gene flow observed for nuclear DNA (nDNA) (Fig 5) , the introgression rate for mitochondrial DNA is expected to be higher and faster, again favored by asymmetrical N e between populations [56] . This interpretation is also supported by the closely similar scenario inferred in the neighboring lake of Témiscouata, which harbours the second least divergent pair. Témiscouata is also dominated by the Acadian haplogroup, but a small proportion of its normal population is still associated with the Atlantic/Mississippian lineage. Since we also inferred an expansion of the dwarf population (but not in the normal whitefish) following secondary contact in this lake, it is likely that this demographic imbalance explains the predominance of Acadian mitochondrial haplotypes in the northern part of the contact zone. At the other extreme, in Cliff Lake, where species divergence is the most pronounced, shows differential fixation of Acadian and Atlantic haplotypes in dwarf and normal populations, respectively [11] . Thus, there is a perfect association in this lake between glacial lineage origin and phenotypic divergence, which was also attributed to a secondary contact in our demographic inferences. Similarly to East Lake, Indian Lake harbored populations fixed for the Acadian haplogroup [55] . However, nDNA markers (i.e., microsatellites) previously indicated admixture between the two sympatric populations [55] , suggesting a faster and higher introgression rate for mtDNA than nDNA, during the secondary contact period. Despite higher genetic and phenotypic differentiation due to lower effective gene flow (Fig 5) , our analysis of the JAFS also confirmed that two distinct glacial lineages have come into contact in this lake.
Only Webster Lake received unclear results regarding its inferred demographic divergence history. In this lake, both the normal and the dwarf populations display mitochondrial admixture [43] . Consistent with bi-directional gene flow after secondary contact, the Acadian haplogroup is more frequent in the dwarf population, whereas the Atlantic/Mississippian is the most common lineage in the normal population. However, the JAFS was best explained by the AM2m model ( !"# = 0.74). Contrary to Cliff and Indian lakes which are both located close to head watersheds, Webster Lake is located downstream of Chamberlain Lake, and its recent history was affected by human activities since the early 1800's. A dam was constructed on the outlet Chamberlain Lake to raise the water level, and a channel was dug between Chamberlain and Webster lakes (Jeremiah Wood, pers. comm.). Then, a dam built on Chamberlain Lake, for water control, connecting the Allagash drainage and the Penobscot drainage, two watersheds that were previously isolated. Therefore, we cannot exclude that contemporary whitefish populations from Webster Lake have been impacted by recent contacts between distinct populations from different lakes. This recent history may have confounded the detection of the secondary contact in this lake, which nevertheless ranks among the best-retained models (SC2NG, ∆AIC < 10).
A shared history of divergence before independent evolution within lakes
A global analysis including all five pairs simultaneously was necessary to understand the extent to which replicate whitefish species pairs share a common history of divergence.
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Grouping populations based on their overall genetic similarities with Treemix produced two different types of grouping in the population tree. Populations from the three least divergent species pairs were grouped by lake (i.e., TN grouped with TD, EN with ED, and WN with WD), while populations from the two most divergent species pairs were grouped by ecotypes (i.e., IN with CN, and ID with CD). This complex picture likely reflects the relative importance of gene flow between species within lakes and genetic drift among lakes, and is in itself insufficient to distinguish contemporary admixture from shared ancestry during lakes colonization. Inferring migration events among populations enabled us to detect current gene flow between the divergent species of Indian and Cliff lakes. However, the other inferred links connecting populations of the same species but from different lakes rather indicated shared genetic variation due to common ancestry. Namely, inferred links between Webster and Indian indicated the sharing of ancestral variation between WN and IN (and therefore with CN), as well as between WD and ID (and therefore with CD). This supports the view that the different populations of each species in these three lakes, which are not connected today by gene flow, were genetically similar before being isolated in their respective lakes. An additional link inferred between EN and IN (itself connected with WN and CN) confirmed that normal whitefish from East Lake share ancestral variation with other normal populations from the southern part of the contact zone. This provides further evidence that the secondary contact inferred in East Lake has occurred between the same two glacial lineages as for the other lakes despite the lack of Atlantic/Mississippian mitochondrial lineage in this lake. Finally, the ancestral population from East Lake was linked to the dwarf population from Indian (and therefore to WD and CD), indicating that both populations from East Lake share much of the ancestral variation originating from the Acadian lineage. This is also consistent with the genetic swamping hypothesis proposed for explaining the lack of mitochondrial polymorphism in this lake.
The analysis of overall diversity patterns performed with the dAPC (Fig 6) was an alternative way to disentangle remaining signals of genetic differentiation between glacial lineages (axis 3) from genetic differentiation among lakes (axes 1). On the third axis, the projection of dwarf and normal populations from Cliff Lake indicated the positions of the two least introgressed populations of our dataset. Therefore, they could be used to define an Acadian (negative coordinates) and an Atlantic/Mississippian (positive coordinates) reference for comparisons with other lakes. Consistent with the preferential direction in gene flow from dwarf to normal, but the increasing gene flow from normal to dwarf in least differentiated lakes, which was inferred among lakes (Fig 5) , dwarf populations were generally shifted towards the Atlantic/Mississippian reference position. Interestingly, both populations from East and Indian lakes occupied intermediate positions, which is concordant with a higher proportion of Acadian ancestry in these lakes as suggested by mitochondrial data [43, 55] .
. CC-BY-NC-ND 4.0 International license peer-reviewed) is the author/funder. It is made available under a The copyright holder for this preprint (which was not . http://dx.doi.org/10.1101/068932 doi: bioRxiv preprint first posted online Aug. 10, 2016; In summary, the most parsimonious overall scenario supported by our analyses corresponds to a secondary contact in all lakes, with variable contributions of Acadian and Atlantic/Mississippian lineages due to demographic contingencies. The secondary contact was accompanied by spatial population expansions that were detected for all lakes, excluding Webster. These expansions were observed for both dwarf and normal populations (except for the TN population), consistent with the idea that the two glacial lineages were undergoing spatial expansions after the last glacial retreat, which provoked the secondary contact. Overall, population expansion was more pronounced for dwarf relative to normal populations, still reflected today by the generally higher contemporary abundance of dwarf whitefish in all lakes (L. Bernatchez, unpubl. data), which also impacted the main direction of gene flow. Asymmetric gene flow was consistently inferred between dwarf and normal populations in ∂a∂i, Treemix and dAPC analyses. In addition, the demographic parameters inferred in ∂a∂i included the effective population size of each population (N), their growth parameter (b) and effective migration rate (m e ), which could be used to estimate the contemporary effective number of migrants per generation (i.e., Nbm e ). Supporting previous results, each species pair experienced asymmetrical effective gene flow which was more pronounced from dwarf to normal whitefish than the reverse. As a consequence, an important amount of shared ancestral polymorphism between dwarf and normal populations should correspond flowing variation (i.e., genetic variation coming from gene exchanges) between lineages due to introgression, in addition to incomplete lineage sorting (see Fig 2 for 'shared polymorphism across lakes' proportions) .
An extended framework for inferring speciation-with-gene-flow
The concept of speciation-with-gene-flow embraces a large diversity of divergence scenarios with regards to the timing of gene flow, which in turn pertains to different modes of speciation that have long been recognized in the speciation literature [1, 30] . Diverging populations can experience temporal variations in effective size (N e ) and migration rate (m), which both influence the temporal dynamics of gene flow. Consequently, demographic inferences methods that account for these temporal variations have the potential to provide a better understanding of the historical demographic events that shaped the unfolding of speciation.
For the lake whitefish as for other species with a pan-Arctic distribution, the history of divergence has been strongly impacted by quaternary climatic oscillations [2] . Glaciations have drastically restricted species distribution areas provoking geographic isolation among bottlenecked populations [57] [58] [59] , while inter-glacial periods have allowed secondary contacts between populations expanding from their glacial refugia [4] . Here, accounting for temporal variation in migration rate and effective population size allowed us to determine that the secondary contact between whitefish glacial lineages has occurred contemporarily with population expansions. This later point is of prime importance for understanding the evolution of reproductive isolation, since bottlenecked populations undergoing demographic expansions are likely to fix deleterious alleles [60] [61] [62] , which could translate into genetic incompatibilities upon secondary contact.
Another important aspect of divergence-with-gene-flow relates to the extent to which the previously described demographic effects interact with selection. The speciation .
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genomics literature is increasingly integrating the influence of selective processes in historical divergence models (e.g., [23, 36, 37] ), and more generally, in the analytical approaches to relate genomic divergence patterns to the underling evolutionary processes [33] . These selective effects can be separated in two categories. First, genetic barriers caused by local adaptation and reproductive isolation loci can resist introgression, hence reducing gene flow at linked loci [34, 35] . This generates local reductions in the effective migration rate of the genomic regions involved in speciation. The second category groups the effect of positive [39] and background selection [63] , which cause local reductions in genetic diversity at both selected sites and linked neutral sites. This later selective effect rather corresponds to a reduction in the effective population size of the genomic regions influenced by selection, irrespective to the role that they play in the speciation process. Since gene flow depends both on effective population size and migration rate, both types of selective effects are likely to impact genomic divergence patterns during speciation. Here, we captured these effects separately using divergence-with-gene-flow models that take into account in a simple way the effects of genetic barriers and linked selection.
Accounting for variation in effective migration rate across the genome generally improved the fits to empirical data whatever the model considered (Fig 4B) , and the best models for all lakes also included heterogeneous migration rates (-2m). This strongly suggests that the rate of introgression between whitefish glacial lineages has been highly variable across their genome since the beginning of secondary contact, as already observed in other species [37, 64, 65] . Besides, integrating heterogeneous effective population size in the models (-2N) also generally improved model scores for the two most divergent species pairs (Fig 4C) . Moreover, the best models included variation in N e for three of the five species pairs (East, Indian and Cliff). Therefore, our results also support the view that that linked selection has influenced the patterns of genomic divergence in whitefish. As proposed in earlier studies, this mechanism may be particularly efficient in lowrecombining chromosomal regions [33] . In some of our models (SC and AM), we have integrated genome-wide variation in effective population size and effective migration rate. The rationale behind this is that only models that both contain a period of isolation and gene flow enable to dissociate the influence of both sources of chromosomal variation, since only linked selection is at play during periods of geographic isolation. However, it is currently unclear how much the signal contained in empirical polymorphism data can retain distinct signatures for these two selective effects. This will need to be addressed using simulations.
In sum, our approach illustrates the need to take into account both temporal and chromosomal variations in effective population sizes (N e ) and migration rates (m) when inferring the history of speciation. The 26 divergence models considered here enabled us to evaluate a large diversity of scenarios, and to dissociate selective and demographic effects to improve the inference of the divergence history.
Understanding the divergence continuum in whitefish
Lake whitefish species pairs offer a rare opportunity to understand the influence of selection and historical demography on a continuum of phenotypic divergence associated with speciation. Previous works have provided mounting evidence for the role of selection .
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Our study brings new evidence supporting previous findings based on mitochondrial DNA that the onset of this young adaptive radiation matched the last glacial period [11, 44] . Using a mutation rate of 10 -8 mutations/site/generation and a generation time of 3.5 years, the average divergence time estimated among lakes using our genome-wide SNP dataset was 41,600 years (s.d. 8,100). This corresponds to the late Wisconsin glacial episode during which the Laurentide ice sheet covered the studied region in eastern North America. The average time of secondary contact was dated to 11,200 years (s.d. 5,700), which also corresponds to the glacial retreat period when waters of lake Ontario drained down to the Atlantic [54] . Therefore, the inferred secondary contact between glacial lineages closely matches the chronology of the climatic events in eastern North America. Because of this shared history, contemporary genetic variation in whitefish result from a combination of standing ancestral variation and gene flow between glacial lineages after secondary contact.
Our results suggest that demographic differences among lakes have contributed to shaping the divergence continuum observed among the five lakes. Inferred demographic parameters such as ancestral (N 1 and N 2 ) and contemporary (b 1 N 1 and b 2 N 2 ) effective population sizes showed similar asymmetry among lakes (except for Webster) with a generally higher effective population size for the dwarf populations (mainly of Acadian origin). In parallel, the predominant direction of gene flow was from dwarf to normal populations, and the effective number of migrants per generation decreased in the most divergent species pairs. Consequently, even if no correlation could be established between the divergence continuum and effective population size per se, introgression rates tended to be higher in the least divergent species pairs, resulting into a weaker genetic differentiation. Yeaman et al. [68] recently showed that the formation of genomic islands by erosion of divergence following secondary contact depends on the amount of linkage disequilibrium (LD) among selected loci and the intensity of effective migration. Here, we showed that effective migration rate was generally higher in the least differentiated lakes (i.e., Témiscouata, East and Webster), while at the same time, increased LD among islands has been documented in the most divergent lakes [52] . Therefore, the divergence continuum likely implies both the antagonistic effects of divergent selection maintaining LD and introgression eroding past divergence.
Our study also provides new insights on the role of linked selection in shaping patterns of genomic divergence observed among the whitefish species pairs. Namely, we inferred that some genomic regions have experienced a reduction in N e , as predicted under the effect of selection at linked sites [33] . The increasing proportion of genomic regions affected by Hill-Robertson effects along the divergence continuum indicated that the divergence continuum among lakes was also influenced by linked selection. In the light of those observations, we propose that the continuum of genetic divergence in whitefish species pairs is the evolutionary result of a complex interplay between (i) genetic divergence between glacial lineages through lineage sorting and mutation accumulation, (ii) reduced introgression in genomic regions involved in reproductive isolation due to the accumulation of incompatibilities, (iii) divergent selection on phenotypes maintaining LD, .
The copyright holder for this preprint (which was not . http://dx.doi.org/10.1101/068932 doi: bioRxiv preprint first posted online Aug. 10, 2016; and (iv) the independent contingency of demographic events among lakes. The heterogeneous landscape of species divergence in the whitefish system was thus likely built by a combination of selective and demographic factors. Our inferences allowed us to disentangle part of this complex interplay, although many aspects remain to be clarified. In particular, whether selection at linked sites also plays a role in facilitating the accumulation of incompatibilities during allopatry will need to be scrutinized into more details. To conclude, this study provides a clear illustration of the potential benefits to apply the improved models developed here towards disentangling the relative role of selective and demographic processes towards elucidating the complexity of species divergence in any other taxonomic group.
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Materials and Methods
Sampling and genotyping
We used RAD-sequencing data from Gagnaire et al. [52] to generate a new genome-wide polymorphism dataset. Previous studies based on these data [52, 67] only focused on a subset of 3438 RAD markers that were included in the Whitefish linkage map [53] . Here, we used the total amount of sequence data (1.7×10 9 reads of 101 bp) to document genomewide variation in five sympatric species pairs occurring in five lakes from the Saint John River basin (Fig 1) . For each pair, 20 normal and 20 dwarf individuals were used for RADsequencing, but five individuals that received poor sequencing coverage were removed from the dataset. Consequently, the following analyses were performed with 195 individuals, each having an average number of 8.7x10 6 of reads. We also sequenced six European whitefish (Coregonus lavaretus), the sister species of the North American lake whitefish, to be used as an outgroup for identifying ancestral and derived alleles at each polymorphic site within lake whitefish. European whitefish were sampled in Skrukkebukta Lake (Norway, 69°34'11.6"N-30°02'31.9"E), which also harbors postglacial sympatric whitefish species pairs [69, 70] . RAD libraries were prepared for three individuals from each species, using the same procedure as for American lake whitefish [52] .
The C. lavaretus raw sequence dataset was filtered using the same criteria as for C. clupeaformis [52] . After sequence demultiplexing, the reads were trimmed to a length of 80 bp to avoid sequencing errors due to decreasing data quality near the end of reads. We then used the Stacks pipeline (v1.24) for de novo RAD tags assembly and individual genotyping [71] . We used a custom Perl script to determine an optimal set of assembly parameters for Ustacks. A minimal coverage depth of 5x per allele (m=5) and a maximal number of six mismatches between two haplotypes at a same locus within individuals (M=6) were set. We then allowed a maximal number of six mismatches between individuals in Cstacks (n=6) to merge homologous RAD tags from different samples. Finally, we used the program Population to export a VCF file containing the genotypes of all individuals.
Several filtering steps were then performed with VCFtools v0.1.13 [72] to remove miscalled and low-quality SNPs, as well as false variation induced by the merging of paralogous loci. We first removed SNPs with more than 10% missing genotypes in each on the 10 C. clupeaformis populations. A lower exclusion threshold of 50% was used for C. lavaretus to retain a maximum of orthologous loci with the outgroup. We then filtered for Hardy-Weinberg disequilibrium within each of the 10 C. clupeaformis populations, using a p-value exclusion threshold of 0.01. Finally, we merged the filtered datasets of dwarf and normal populations within each lake together with the European whitefish outgroup and kept only loci that passed the previous filters in all three samples. This resulted in five lake-outgroup datasets containing 14812, 22788, 5482, 26149, and 14452 SNPs for Témiscouata, East, Webster, Indian and Cliff lakes, respectively. Variation in SNP number for Webster Lake was associated to a lower coverage that reduced the amount of detectable markers and also an overall reduced level of polymorphism in that lake. Finally, we determined the most parsimonious ancestral allelic state for loci that were monomorphic in the outgroup but polymorphic in C. clupeaformis. The resulting oriented SNP datasets .
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Inferring the demographic history of divergence with gene flow
The demographic histories of the five species pairs were inferred using a custom version of the software ∂a∂i v1.7 [19] . In each lake, the JAFS was projected down to 13 individuals (i.e., 26 chromosomes) per population to avoid remaining missing genotypes and optimize the resolution of the JAFS. We considered 26 models (see Fig 2) that were built on four basic models representing alternative modes of divergence: Strict Isolation (SI), Isolationwith-Migration (IM), Ancient Migration (AM), and Secondary Contact (SC). Each model consists of an ancestral population of size N ref that splits into two populations of effective size N 1 and N 2 during T S (SI, IM), T AM +T S (AM), or T S +T SC (SC) generations, possibly exchanging migrants during T S (IM), T AM (AM), or T SC (SC) generations at rate m e12 from population 2 (i.e., normal populations) into population 1 (i.e., dwarf populations), and m e21 in the opposite direction. These models were extended to integrate temporal variation in effective population size (-G) by enabling exponential growth using current-to-ancient population size ratio parameters b 1 (for dwarf populations) and b 2 (for normal populations) to account for expansions or bottlenecks. Variation in effective population size across the genome due to Hill-Robertson effects [38] -i.e. local reduction in N e at linked neutral sites due to the effect of background [63] and positive selection [39] -was modeled by considering two categories of loci (-2N) occurring in proportions Q and 1-Q. In order to quantify a mean effect of selection at linked sites, we defined a Hill-Robertson scaling factor (hrf), relating the effective population size of loci influenced by selection (N' 1 =hrf×N 1 and N' 2 =hrf×N 2 ) to that of neutral loci (N 1 and N 2 ) . Then, models of divergence with gene flow were extended to account for heterogeneous migration across the genome by considering two categories of loci (-2m). In addition to a first category of loci evolving neutrally (i.e., with migration rates m e12 and m e21 ) and occurring in proportion P, we considered a second category of loci that occur in proportion 1-P, experiencing different effective migration rates m e'12 and m e'21 due to their linkage with nearby selected genes [37] . Because migration and drift influence gene flow during the whole divergence time in the IM model, the effects of heterogeneous migration and population effective size were evaluated separately (IM2N vs. IM2m). However, these effects could be estimated jointly in AM and SC models using the period without gene flow to decouple the effects of migration and drift (-2N2m in addition to -2N and -2m). All models with heterogeneous gene flow were also implemented to allow for population growth (-2NG, -2mG and2N2mG). Finally, in order to take into account potential errors in the identification of ancestral allelic states, predicted JAFS were constructed using a mixture of correctly oriented and mis-orientated SNPs occurring in proportions O and 1-O, respectively.
The 26 models were fitted independently for each lake using successively a hot and a cold simulated annealing procedure followed by 'BFGS' optimization [37] . We ran 25 independent optimizations for each model in order to check for convergence and retained the best one to perform comparisons among models based on Akaike information criterion (AIC). A conservative threshold was applied to retain models with
!"# ≤ 10, since the level of empirical support for a given model with a Δ ! > 10 is essentially none [73] . For each lake, the difference in AIC between the worse and the best model Δ !"# = !"# − !"# was used to obtain a scaled score for each model using:
such that for each lake the worst model takes a score of 0 and the best model takes a score of 1. Akaike weights ( !"# ) were also computed following equation (2) to estimate the probability that each given model is actually the best one, where R corresponds to the number of models (R = 26).
Finally, we converted estimated demographic parameters into biologically meaningful values. We used the optimal multiplicative scaling factor theta ( , obtained as reference from demographic inferences) between model and data to estimate the ancestral effective population size (N ref ) before split for each lake:
with µ being the mutation rate (fixed at 10 -8 mutations/site/generation) and L the effective length of the genome explored by our RAD-Seq experiment and estimated as:
where x is the number of SNPs that were originally detected from y RAD tags of 80 bp present in the initial dataset, and z is the number of SNP retained for ∂a∂i analyses in the lake considered. Estimated times in units of 2N ref generations were converted in years assuming a generation time of 3.5 years (i.e., the average between 3 years for dwarf and 4 years for normal whitefish), and estimated migration rates were divided by 2N ref to get the proportion of immigrants received by each population every generation.
Patterns of shared ancestry and admixture among lakes
We combined the genomic datasets of the five lakes to search for signatures of shared ancestry among replicate species pairs. The five lake-specific datasets used for demographic inferences were merged together and we applied a threshold to focus on . 10, 2016; polymorphic loci that were retained after filtering in all five lakes (42558 SNPs in total). For each lake, we determined the fraction of private polymorphisms, the fraction of SNPs shared with at least one other lake or shared across all five lakes. We then measured the proportion of SNPs that were shared between species and private to each species within each lake, as well as among lakes after pooling all dwarf populations together and all normal populations.
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To visualize the overall genetic structure and relationships among lakes and species, we performed a discriminant analysis of principal components (dAPC) in Adegenet v2.0.0 [74] . We first imputed missing genotypes within each population using a Random Forest regression approach, which provides a more accurate imputation than the replacement of missing genotypes by population mean allele frequency [75] . Imputation was performed using ten iterations with 150 trees using the randomForestSRC v1.6.1 package in Stackr v.0.1.5 [76] , and imputed subdatasets, composed by all individual loci, were subsequently merged to perform the dAPC on a dataset containing 56 812 SNPs. Finally, we used TreeMix v1.12 [77] to infer historical relationships among populations. This method uses the covariance structure of allele frequencies between populations and a Gaussian approximation for genetic drift to build a maximum likelihood graph relating sampled populations to their common ancestor, taking migration events into account to improve the fit to the inferred tree. Migration events between populations are modeled in TreeMix by discrete mixture events. Such events may either reflect gene exchange between populations within lakes and/or genetic correlations between geographically isolated populations of the same species, due to the retention of shared ancestral polymorphism within whitefish populations among lakes. In order to avoid interpreting spurious migration signals (e.g., between lakes that are currently not connected), we focused on the main events of gene flow that received the highest weights, which likely correspond to the largest admixture proportions. We thus allowed six migration events to be inferred among branches of the whitefish population tree. The fixed number of migration events was determined to represent only events with important migration weight, for statistical robustness. For this analysis, we used a 20% missing genotype rate per population without imputing missing genotypes to avoid potential biases in the covariance matrix.
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The copyright holder for this preprint (which was not . http://dx.doi.org/10.1101/068932 doi: bioRxiv preprint first posted online Aug. 10, 2016; Table 1 . Results of model fitting. For all lakes, statistics and model parameter values are provided for the fittest models under the fixed threshold of Δ ! < 10 are included. This table contains by ranking order the maximum likelihood (MLE) obtained from model with the smallest Akaike information criterion (AIC), the Δ C value for the corresponding model and the weighted AIC ( !"# ). Then, the inferred demographic parameters values are scaled by Theta ( ): the ancestral effective population size before population split (Nref); the effective population size after split for dwarf (N 1 ) and normal (N 2 ) populations; the growth coefficient for dwarf (b 1 ) and normal (b 2 ) populations. The b parameter is defined as the ratio of contemporary to past effective population size, with past population size corresponding to splitting time for models SI, IM and AM, and of time of secondary contact for models SC. Exponential populations growths are associated with b i >1 and population effective size decrease with b i <1; the Hill-Robertson factor (hrf) corresponds to the degree to which the effective population size is locally reduced due to the effect of background selection and selective sweep effects; migrations rates from normal population to dwarf population (m e12 ) and reciprocally (m e21 ); the effective migration rates for genomic regions under selection (m e'12 ) and (m e'21 ); Time parameters for split of the ancestral population (Ts) and migration stop (i.e., T AM for AM models) and start after secondary contact (i.e., T SC for SC models). Finally, the table also contains proportion parameters such as the proportion (Q) of the genome with a reduced effective population size due to selection at linked sites; the proportion (P) of the genome evolving neutrally and the proportion (O) of accurate orientation of our SNPs.
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The copyright holder for this preprint (which was not . http://dx.doi.org/10.1101/068932 doi: bioRxiv preprint first posted online Aug. 10, 2016; Figures   Figure 1: Geographic locations of lakes where sympatric lake whitefish species pairs were sampled, and overview of the extent of shared polymorphism. For these five lakes of the southern Québec and Northern Maine (USA) composing the system, each pie chart corresponds to the shared and private polymorphism among lakes and between species ecotypes. The first pie chart aimed to document the polymorphism among lakes in the Lake Whitefish system ('Polymorphism among lakes'), composed by three categories of alleles: 'private to a lake', alleles 'shared in at least two lakes' and 'alleles shared across all lakes'. The other pie chart aimed to describe the 'Polymorphism between species' at two levels; among lakes and within lakes where alleles were categorized as private to a species or shared between species. The copyright holder for this preprint (which was not . http://dx.doi.org/10.1101/068932 doi: bioRxiv preprint first posted online Aug. 10, 2016; Figure 2 : The 26 models implemented in the study. All the models implemented in this study were based on the four classical models of divergence ('Simple Isolation'-SI, 'Isolation with Migration'-IM, 'Ancient Migration'-AM and 'Secondary Contact'-SC), accounting for temporal variation in gene flow. These models correspond to the homogeneous models (HOMO) category in our analysis. The second category of models (HOMO.G) includes temporal variation in effective populations size by integrating the -G parameters, allowing independent expansion or reduction of the diverging populations. The third category of models correspond the heterogeneous models (HETERO), which integrate parameters allowing chromosomal variations in migration rate (-2m) and effective population size (-2N) to account for genetic barriers and selection at linked sites. The last category includes temporal variation in effective population size in models of heterogeneous gene flow (HETERO.G). 
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For all lakes, statistics and demographic parameters details of the fittest models under the fixed threshold of Δ ! < 10. The table contains in order the maximum likelihood (MLE) obtained from model with the smallest Akaike information criterion (AIC), the Δ C value for the corresponding model and the weighted AIC ( !"# ). Then, the inferred demographic parameters values scaled by Theta ( ): the ancestral effective population size before population split (Nref); the effective population size after split for dwarf (N 1 ) and normal (N 2 ) populations; the growth coefficient for dwarf (b 1 ) and normal (b 2 ) populations. The b parameter defined as a ratio of contemporary effective population size of the ancestral populations at time of split (models: SI, IM and AM) and at time of secondary contact (models SC). Population exponential growth is associated with b i >1 and reduction in population effective size with b i <1; the Hill-Robertson factor (hrf) which corresponds to the degree to which the effective population size is locally reduced due to the effect of background selection or selective sweep effects; migrations rates from normal population to dwarf population (m e12 ) and reciprocally (m e21 ); the effective migration rates for genomic regions under selection (m e'12 ) and (m e'21 ); temporal estimates (in years) regarding the split of the ancestral population (Tsplit) and the time when the migration stopped (i.e., T AM for the AM based models) and started after secondary contact (i.e., T SC ). The table also include parameters related to genomic characteristics: the proportion (Q) of the genome with a reduced effective size due to selection at linked sites; the proportion (P) of the genome evolving neutrally and the proportion (O) of accurate orientation of our SNPs.
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